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intro
alfa.society is a project that is aimed at cultivating and disbursing "free money" into the user’s pockets and giving 

them the means to properly expand upon that free money through a variety of opportunities. alfa.society will be the 

central hub of liquidity generation, accumulation, and distribution through various channels, including free money 

tools, exclusive alpha from top alpha-driven gated communities, mint and presale opportunities, and much more.

We offer the tools, utilities, and knowledge for the users of the $ALFA community to create and grow their net worth 

from nothing to something substantial.

generate free money. expand free money.

alfa.society is an ecosystem, with $ALFA token at the center
NEW UTILITIES WILL BE ADDED TO GROW THE SOCIETY

alfa.chat

alfa.dapp

alfa.spoofer

alfa.walletduster alfa.airdropbot
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alfa.dapp dapp.alfasociety.io

The alfa.dapp will be the hub where alfa.society users are able to generate “free money.” Requiring 10,000,000 (1%) 

$ALFA tokens to enter (subject to change), the dapp will be the home of the “free money” utilities being built by the 

$ALFA team, including, but not limited to :

alfa.airdropbot

alfa.walletduster

airdrop 1

collectairdrop 2

airdrop 3

alfa.airdropbot

collect

wallet 1

wallet 2

alfa.airdropbot
A one-click airdrop monetizer, which is custom programmed for the $ALFA users to be able to maximize 

their free upcoming airdrops; this button will provide a route for users to perform all the necessary 

interactions for upcoming and current airdrops without having to jump through the hoops and hurdles 

themselves. For example, being able to click a single button to become eligible for some of the biggest “free 

money” airdrops in the space is lucrative and effortless, and will be strictly limited to alfa.society users. 

alfa.walletduster
The wallet duster will be a tool where $ALFA users are able to select and sell coins within their wallets (multi-

wallet support), making for easy wallet clean up. We believe this tool will allow the cryptocurrency 

community, especially the ‘degen’ side, to be able to clean up all the coins they’ve accumulated over the 

years across the vast amounts of wallets they have, and be able to profit and see the dust value of those 

coins.

alfa.walletduster
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alfa.chat
The alfa.chat will be the pillar of the societal ecosystem, and will require 10,000,000 (1%) $ALFA tokens to enter 

(subject to change). Based strictly within telegram, the chat will be the endpoint for all exclusive forwarded alpha from 

private top communities across all sectors of the DeFi industry, NFT whitelist opportunities from partner projects 

which we arrange, presale opportunities, , signals, and much more.Nansen Smart Money findings

The alfa.chat aims to be the primary hub of alpha-related content on this side of the industry. 

The chat will provide the opportunities for users to expand on their “free money” and be ahead of the game rather 

than following the news late.

alfa.spoofer spoofer.alfasociety.io

The alfa.spoofer will be used when projects have just been deployed. The spoofer sends an incredibly minor amount 

of tokens (1.25% of total supply) to 500 of the most active-by-volume Uniswap traders of the day [1%], instantly 

gaining 500+ holders and 100+ from the alfa.society holders [.25%].

As these 500 active Uniswap traders are constantly making plays on Uniswap, many people from many projects 

inevitably look at their wallets, where they will then see the token of the protocol that used the alfa.spoofer, 

instantly gaining maximum attention before trading is even enabled from the protocol. Also, $ALFA holders benefit 

as .25% of total 1.25% allocation is distributed amongst $ALFA holders.

We envision this to be a norm for new launches. Benefits include having over 600 holders (for only a 1.25% total 

supply allocation!), which gives immense credibility, and an instant 99 on the project’s holders DEXT score and more 

importantly - exposure.

alpha group 1

collectalpha group 2

alpha group 3

alfa.chat forwarded  
alpha

alfa.spoofer

0x...1n4d

0x...2e3f

0x...90d4

0x...19c3

0x...c8vn

0x...xx5g

500 of the most active-by-
volume Uniswap traders of 

the day

new token 1.25% 
supply
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https://www.nansen.ai/nansen-101/introducing-smart-money


tokenomics
The $ALFA token will be the primary currency of the alfa.society and will be used to enter the society, chat, and to 

be able to utilize all tools offered. Taxes will be utilized to add new alpha sources, develop utilities, garner 

partnerships, and for marketing.
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ticker :

token name :

contract (renounced):

network :

max supply :

taxes :

 $ALFA


 alfa.society


 0x5609972dD1655455EAbc7019B9Df15F8d00640BA


 ETH


 1,000,000,000


 5% buy / 5% sell (1% auto lp + 4% marketing & development)

website telegram twitter © 2022 alfa.society

alfa.society
fractionalizing alpha-driven communities

the all-seeing eye is ever so watchful

https://www.alfasociety.io/
https://t.me/AlfaSociety
https://twitter.com/theALFAcoinETH



